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Port Chester, N. Y., assignors to Pilney-Bowes, Inc., 
Stamford, Conn., a corporation of Delaware 

Application November 28, 1951, Serial No. 258,622 

11 Claims. (Cl. 101-91) 

This invention relates to postage meters and particu 
larly to the projection and retraction of the date and 
slogan printing dies thereof. 

In accordance with postal regulations previously in 
effect various classes of mail required different printings, 
and heretofore means have been devised for permitting 
the movement of either the dater die or both the dater 
and town dies to non-printing position, and for returning 
either the town die alone or both the town and dater dies 
to printing position in order to meet these requirements. 
One example of such a device is illustrated in the patent 
to J. W. Ogden, No. 2,179,269, which issued November 7, 
1939. Recently revised postal regulations, however, re 
quire no movement of the town die and necessitate the 
retraction of the dater die only. 
An improved operating mechanism for town and dater 

dies (in which the operating mechanism for the dater 
die is now of particular interest) is illustrated in the ap 
plication of Berthold Knauer, Serial No. 214,750, ?led 
March 9, 1951, wherein the die operating mechanism not 
only projects the dater die, but also positively retracts the 
same when desired. 

It has also been the practice in the past to provide the 
printing members of postage meters with dies bearing 
advertising matter and known as slogan dies adjacent 
the postage printing means, which dies could be moved 
from printing to non-printing position or vice versa at 
the will of the operator. An example of such a retract 
able slogan die is shown in the patent to Francis J. Rouan 
and Earl H. Sorgatz, No. 2,204,971, which issued June 18, 
1940. 
Heretofore the operating means for the adjustable dies 

has been directly associated and movable with the rotat 
ing printing drum of the postage meter. Thus, the manu 
ally engageable control member has normally been 
housed within the casing which enclosed the printing 
drum so that the control member would not be inad 
vertently engaged when the drum was rotating. 
The present invention has for its object the remote 

controlling of the adjustable dater and slogan dies on the 
movable printing drum in such a manner that the manu 
ally engageable control member may be stationarily posi 
tioned on the casing where it is easily engageable. The 
control member will thus be conveniently located where 
any hindrance to reaching the same, such as is usually 
o?ered by access openings in the housing, is avoided. 
Furthermore, the location of the manual control member 
can be used to give a continuously visible indication of 
the positioning of the adjustable dies Whether the drum 
is rotating or not. 
A feature of the present invention is the provision of 

manual means for positioning a trip mechanism on a 
relatively stationary part of the device, together with die 
moving mechanism on the movable printing drum, the 
die moving mechanism being actuated by the trip mech 
anism only in response to movement of the drum. 
Another feature of the invention is the provision of a 

relatively stationary trip mechanism disposable in a‘plu 
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rality of positions to engage a travelling die moving mem 
ber in a plurality of diiferent ways to accomplish a plu 
rality of different die adjustment settings in response to 
the relative motion between the mechanism and the 
member. 

Still another feature of the invention is the provision 
of means on the movable printing member for moving 
the die moving member slightly more than the movement 
effected by the tripping mechanism, whereby subsequent 
revolutions of the drum will occur without contact of the 
parts so long as the setting of the trip mechanism remains 
the same. 

With the above and other objects in view, which will 
appear as the description proceeds, the invention resides 
in the combination and arrangement of parts and in the 
details of construction hereinafter described and claimed, 
it being understood that various changes in the precise 
embodiment of the invention herein disclosed may be 
made within the scope of what is claimed without de 
parting from the spirit of the invention. 
A preferred embodiment of the invention is illustrated 

in the accompanying drawing, wherein: 
Fig. l is a vertical section through the postage meter 

according to the present invention taken approximately ' 
on line 1—1 of Fig. 3 and illustrating the non-print posi 
tion of the dater and slogan dies with the drum in stopped 
position, and the control levers set to cause movement of 
the dies to printing position at the next rotation of the 
drum, parts being omitted for purposes of clarity; 

Fig. 2 is a section similar to Fig. 1 but showing the 
drum after its rotation has commenced and the dies have 
been partially moved to printing position; 

Fig. 3 is a horizontal section through the casing of the 
postage meter of Fig. 1, the outline of the printing drum 
being shown in phantom, the die operating mechanism 
being shown in fragmentary section, and the control 
levers being shown in full; 

Fig .4 is a plan view of the 
ing plate with 
details; 

Fig. 5 is a detail section 
5—5 of Fig. 3; 

Fig. 6 is a perspective view of the dater operating shaft; 
Fig. 7 is a diagrammatic view with the dies omitted 

printing drum and a mount 
parts broken away to show structural 

taken substantially on line 

.2 illustrating the controlling parts in the Fig. 1 position; 
Fig. 8 is a diagrammatic view similar to Fig. 7 but illus 

trating the parts in the Fig. 2 position; 
Fig. 9 is a diagrammatic view similar to Figs. 7 and 8, 

but with the gears omitted, and illustrating the printing 
drum in stopping position with the control levers set for 
shifting the dies to non-print position at the next rotation; 

Fig. 10 is a diagrammatic view similar to Fig. 9, but 
showing the drum after its rotation has commenced and 
the dies have partially moved to non-print position; and 

Fig. 11 is a fragmentary plan View of the meter show 
ing the manually operable control levers and the adjacent 
legend. _ 

Referring to the drawings, a printing drum 11 is rotat 
ably mounted in a postage meter machine frame or hous 
ing 13, and is designed to make one revolution each time ' i 
an impression isrequired. The printing portions of the 
drum 11 are inked and impressed against an envelope, 
postage strip or other mailable matter during this opera 
tion. When the rotation has been completed the drum 
11 is compelled to return to a predetermined rest posi 
tion, which is that shown in Figs. 1, 7 and 9. 
The printing drum carries on its surface a number of 

printing areas such as those provided by postal indicia 
die 15, town die 17, dater die 19 and slogan die 20. Of 
these the dater die 19 and slogan die are adjustable’ so 
as to be selectively withdrawable from printing position 
or projectable thereto. 
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Date!‘ die projecting andgi'etracting mechanism 

The dater die 19 is mounted within the town die 17, 
and has a lower portion cooperable with cam means 21 
on .a shaft23 which.is'rotatablymounted in the drum 11 
(see Figs..], 3 and6). The cammeans 21- has two main 
positions. In.the‘?rst. position, shown-in Fig. l, the 
dater die. 191s retracted to .nonfprint position by a retract 
ing pin member 25 acting against the hook 27 forming a 
part, 10fv the lower portion ofthe dater die. This is the 
positionrequired forprinting third-class mail and regis 
teredmail according to the most, recent postal regulations. 
In..the Secondposition, the .cam means 21is. rotated 
counterclockwise. 9O‘?v from .the Fig. 1 position, i. e. so 
that. the .circulausurface. of the cam means ZL-is turned‘ 
to engage and project the dater die 19 to its printing 
positiornf This is the position used for printing ?rst and 
fourth-class, mail. 
canrmeans 21. and .retractingmember 25 are shown and 
explained , in “detail .. in. .the said. .application,v Serial Num 
ber 214,750, itbeing understood of course, that retraction 
of_.the_town.die,17.as provided for in said application is 
not_requi_re.d underthe present new regulations, and the 
town die is arranged to be‘ immovable for continuous 
printing,v 
The movement of shaft.23 ,whichcontrols. the move 

mentof cammeansllis controlled by a die actuato1129 
mounted ‘on the end of shaft.23. and located at the rear 
of theldrumn 11., The, die actuator 29 is shaped so that 
itsedg'es provide cam surfaces which will act in’a manner , 
to ,belhereinafter.described. The curved edge 31 when 
acted upon, provides a projecting cam.,surface and the 
straight edg_e_33 a retracting cam surface. 
Onewall¢35 ofthehousing 13 has mounted thereon‘ 

a dater, controllever 37_t.which_rocks about the pivot 
screw 39. One endofthe.levenformsa manually oper 
ablee?nger piece ,41_ projecting to the exterior of vthe 
housing, and the other end. carries a trip pin 43>v which is 
positionable inntwo positions in. the pathrofrthe die actu 
ator._29 as the drum 11 rotates, to make appropriate con 
tact with the cam edges 31 and 33. on the die actuator 29 
to swing‘ the,,,same in_response. to its-motion with the 
drum,,11,;and thereby to adjust the dater die 19--to its 
printing or non-print position. 
A suitablellegend. 40, .Fig.. 11,.may be placed on the 

housing whereby the ?nger piece 41 acts as an indicator 
identifying theposition. of..the dater die 19, -or the posi 
tionlwhich it_will.occ_upy. at the next printing. Alter 
natively, the classes of.mail. fo_r._which the appropriate 

The die. partsaand the operation of. 

40 

impressionwill be madeatthenext revolution of drumll 7 
may be indicated by the legend. 
A detent vmeansv.(Figs.,3 and 4) is provided for hold 

inglthelever 37lin.eith_erlof its .two positions. This means 
includesba pair of positioning recesses 45, .47- in the wall ‘ 
35,‘:a detent__ball 49 looselyheldinan opening 51* in the 
lev'ep 37, and a ?xed ,leafspringSS. mounted von wall 35 'v' 
for urging" theiball 4-9linto. either .of. recesses 45; I 47. 

Associated ,withdthe shaft.23.is another detent‘ mecha 
nisn}.54 v(Fig. 5) which includesa pairof recesses 55 
and inlthe shaft ,23 and a ball 59: loosely mounted in 
an opening in the drum 11 and urged by a spring 61 ' 
towards engagement .yvitl'l, the shaft23. _ 
The positions WhiQh-the?ngerpiece .41‘ may occupy 

areumdieated in Fig. ,1, ,the position in which the dater 
d1e___;l9 ‘will notnprint'being shown in dotted‘ lines. 

Operation ofthe ‘dater die control’ mechanism 
In operatinrgythe daterdie, controhand assuming. that 

the dieI 19;isjinitiallyretracted, the?ngerpiece 41~will 
be moved to a stop. positionfas provided bythe end 4211 
of a shingles coverl44;through_which the ?ngerpiece' 
41 PI'QJCQtS.‘ Said position ‘de?nes the. fulLline or_‘,‘print??. 

TU 

position’ of fig. 1 whiclllcorresponds_.to,the; position‘. of . 
'Asjthedrum '11 starts tourotate counterclockwise. 

for ,thepnext printing operationtthe ‘diezprojecting, cam . 
surface 31 of the are actuator 29 will ;be,,carried_>_int0 ,.., 
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4. 
contact with the tripping pin 43 and will cause counter 
clockwise rotation of vthe'actuator 29 and of shaft 23 as 
seen in Fig. 8 to produce counterclockwise rotation of 
earns 21, thereby projecting the dater die 19 to printing 
position before it reaches the printing point at the bottom 
of the drum. While the die 19,,is shown in printing posi 
tion in Fig. 2, it will be appreciated that cam 21 and 
shaft 23 still have about 30? of >rnovementbefore they 
complete their travel. Part of this will be caused by 
thereaction-of actuator 29»engagiug;against pin/l3,‘ but 
the ?nal increment-of shaftv rotation occurs after the 
actuator clears the pin, and is caused by the spring pressed 
detent ball: 59 . snapping: itself, into ‘ the/recess ,57.‘ Thus 
on subsequent printinglrevolutions with vthe pin 43 in 
the position of Figs. land 2, the actuator 29 will clear 
the pin by a slight amount and will not cause noise or 
wear against the same. 
When it is desired to print with thedate omittedgthe 

?nger piece 41 is moved to the end 42b of the :slot 42, 
W. de?ning the “omit” or dotted line position in Fig.’ 1 which, 

corresponds to theleverposition shown in Figs. 9 and 10,. 
When-the.printingrotation of drumv 11 commences, the 
actuator, 29 moves towards the tripping pin 43, thistime 
engagingthe same._with its ,retractingcam surface :33.’ 
As, the actuator 29 is moved past the .trippinglpin43 by 
thercounterclockwisc rotation ofythe drumgll, it is rotated 
togethervwith shaft 23v in a clockwise direction as indi 
cated in Fig. 10. Clockwisev rotation. of the shaft- 23 
causes the retracting element ‘ZS-to strike the hook 27 
on the dater die 19 and withdraw the .same towards non 
print position. As'the die actuator 29. clears ‘the tripping’; 
pin 43,'the ?nal increment of itsmovementresults from 
the detent ball 59 snapping itself intothe ‘recess 55 so 
that a slight clearance exists between thesurfaces, of 
actuator‘ 29 and pin 43 ,;on,subsequent rotations of the 
printing drum 11 until a change in the_dater die position, = 
is again desired, 

Slogan. die, projecting and. retracting. IHL’C/llllliS/Il. 

The slogan die 20 is alsoimovable between printing 
and nonprint‘positions as previously explained. The 
die structure includes a printing niember_,;63 from, which 
depends-a central supporting and guiding web oihaving, _ 

Depending. from ' 
either‘ edge of the printing, member 63 are ?anges, 73, 
which ‘carry integral horizontal bearing ro_ds__75 and 77., 

three'openings therein, ‘67,69 and 71. 

The rod 75" passes through the upper, portionlof ‘web 
opening 67 ‘and the rod 77‘ through‘ the upper portion 
of webopening 69. Horizontalhsupporting‘rodsm79 
and 81' are mounted at their ends’ inhthesides of the 
drum 11' (see especially Fig. 4) and pass through the, 

The ,rod ‘791. 
runs in contact with and acts as a supportfor the bear;~ 
wehopenings 67 and 69, respectively, 

ingrod 75,-whilerod 81 runsyin contact with ‘and acts 
as a support for the bearing rod 77. 
A crank arm 83 is mounted to rolatc._\vith _a shaft 

85 about its axis and moves between} theyposition of Fig. 
l and a position displaced approximately J80? there 
from. The arm 83'acts‘ as a cam'panpd rides with itsgenvds 
resting. against the edges of the openingfil in the web 
65 whichltacts as a follower. The terminal positions, 
for the arm 83 are determined by the degree to which the 
rods 79~and 81- can move relative to the openingséland 
69 respectively; When the rods are in the upperends 
of‘the openings as in Fig. l, the arm 83 has reached 

7 the limit of its clockwise movement. ‘ Similarly, when 
the rods‘are in the opposite ends of the openings,’ the 
arm 83 will have reached the limit of its counterclockwise 
movement. This oscillating movement of the arm 83 
in cooperation with the guiding action oftherods v75 
and 77~riding against the rods 79"and 81" causes the 
projection of the slogan die 20 to printing position, and 
its retraction therefrom. 
The movement of arm 83-is effected by-rrotation of the 

shaft. 85.1which is-rotatable in the drum 11- and carries 
at one side thereof ‘a gear..87>.' The~gear 37' meshes-with 
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a gear 89 also rotatably mounted on the drum radially 
outwardly of the gear 87 and preferably retained in 
place against the drum 11 by the ?ange 88 rigidly con 
nected with the gear 87 which overlaps the teeth of 
both gears. Rigidly connected to the gear 89 for rotary 
movement therewith is a slogan die actuator 91 which 
has two active edges, namely a projecting edge 93 and 
a retracting edge 95. 
The wall 35 of the housing 13 also has mounted there 

on a slogan control lever 97 which rocks about the 
pivot screw 99 and has a ?nger piece 101 extending 
outwardly through a slot 102 in the cover 44. The 
ends 102a, 102b of the slot 102 limit the throw of the 
lever 97 in either direction. As bestshown in Fig. 4, 
the lower end of the lever 97 is provided with an open 
ing 103 which receives detent ball 105 and which snaps 
into one or the other of a pair of recesses 107 and 109 
under the in?uence of a ?xed leaf spring 111, the spring 
preferably being an integral extension of the spring 53. 
An arm 113 projecting approximately at right angles 
to the ?nger piece 101 carries at its free end a trip pin 
115 which is positionable in two positions in the path 
of the die actuator 91 to swing the same in response to its 
motion with a drum 11, and thereby to adjust the slogan 
die 20 to its printing or non-print position. 
A suitable legend 116 (Fig. 11) may be placed on the 

housing whereby the ?nger piece 101 acts as an indicator 
identifying the position of the slogan 20 which will ob~ 
tain during the next revolution of the printing drum 11. 
An over-center spring means is provided for moving 

the arm 83 to its full terminal positions, and the same 
includes a pin 117 on the free end of the arm, to which 
is connected one end of a tension spring 119. The other 
end of spring 119 is anchored on a suitable pin 121 
?xed to the drum 11. 
The positions which the ?nger piece 101 may occupy 

are indicated in Fig. l, the position in which the slogan 
die 20 will print being shown in full lines, and the posi 
tion in which the slogan die will not print being shown 
in dotted lines. 

Operation of the slogan die control mechanism 

In operating the slogan die control, and assuming 
that the die 20 is initially retracted, the ?nger piece 101 
will be moved to the full line or “print” position of 
Figs. 1 and 7 against the end 1021) of the slot. As the 
drum 11 starts to rotate counterclockwise for the next 
printing operation, die projecting surface 93 of slogan 
actuator 91 will be carried into contact with the tripping 
pin 115 on arm 113 of lever 97, and will cause clock 
wise rotation of the actuator 91 and attached gear 89. 
This results in simultaneous counterclockwise rotationv 
of gear 87 and attached shaft 85 and crank arm 83 as 
seen in Fig. 8. The edges of the arm 83 acting on the 
edges of opening 71 shift the die 20 outwardly and to 
the left as seen in Fig. 2. In this position the die 20 
has been moved only part way towards‘printing posi 
tion, but with further counterclockwise motion of arm , 
83 (to a position approximately 180° from that of Fig. 1) 
the die 20 will lie with its printing surface at the periphery 
of drum 11, and be ready for printing before it reaches 
the lowermost or printing position. 

While the actuator 91 is designed to initiate the move 
ment of the slogan die 20, it clears the pin-115 before 
the movement to printing position has been entirely com~ 
pleted. The ?nal movement of the arm 83 towards the 
left as seen'pin Figs. 2 and'8 comes about due to the 
spring 119 which starts to take effect as soonas the pin 
117 has passed to the left of the axis of shaft 85, where 
upon the spring. snaps the arm 83 to its terminal vposi 
tion. ‘Through thegears 87, 89 the actuator is also 
moved far enough by spring 119 so that its surface 93 
will‘be spaced from the tripping pin 115 during subse 
quent rotations of the drum 11 to prevent noise and 
wear. 

When it is desired to print with the slogan omitted, 
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6 
the ?nger piece; 101 is moved to the “omit” or dotted 
line position in Fig. 1 which corresponds to the lever 
position shown in Figs. 9 and 10, against the stop 
102a. When the printing rotation of the drum 11 
commences, the slogan actuator 91 moves towards the 
tripping pin 115, this time engaging the same with its 
slogan retracting surface 95. As the actuator 91 is 
moved past the tripping pin 115 by the counterclockwise 
rotation of the drum 11, it is rotated, together with its 
gear 89 in a counterclockwise direction, as indicated 
in Fig. 10. This results in a clockwise rotation of 
gear 87, shaft 85, and arm 83 which moves the slogan 
die 20 away from printing position and towards its 
retracted, non-print position. As the slogan die actuator 
91 clears the tripping pin 115 it continues its counter 
clockwise movement due to the pull of spring 119 which 
has now moved to the right hand side of the axis of shaft , 
85 and which moves the arm 83 back to the Fig. 1 
position. Thereafter a signi?cant clearance exists be 
tween the surfaces of actuator 91 and pin 115 on subse-v 
quent rotations of the drum. 11 until a change in the 
slogan die position is again desired. 
The tendency for movement of the levers 49 and 97 

occasioned by engagement of the pins 43 and 115 there 
of respectively with the actuators 29 and 91 carried by 
the printing drum in effecting shifting of the dies on 
the drum, is arranged to be directed towards the slot 
ends 42a——42b and 102a-102b, thereby to prevent 
mispositioning of the levers which could render the die 
shifting mechanisms inoperative. 
We claim: 
1. In a device of the class described a stationary 

frame; a printing drum rotatably mounted on the frame; 
and adjustable printing die mounted on the drum and 
shiftable thereon between printing and non-printing posi 
tions; a manual control element movably mounted on 
the frame and settable in ?xed positions thereon; a trip 
ping element mounted on said frame and connected to 
said control element for movement thereby to a position 
for effecting adjustment of said die member; and means 
on said drum operatively connected to said die having a 
part positioned for contact with and movement by said 
tripping element during printing rotation of said drum 
for causing adjustment of said die. 

2. In a device of the class described, a stationary 
frame; a printing drum rotatably mounted on the frame; 
an adjustable die mounted on the drum and shiftable 
thereon between printing and non-printing positions; a 
tripping member mounted on the frame and settable in 
printing and non-printing positions thereon; and means 
carried by the drum and connected with said die for 
actuating the same in response to engagement with and 
movement by said tripping member and for assuming 
printing and non-printing positions corresponding to those 
of said die, said means and tripping member being so posi 
tioned as to engage each other during drum rotation when 
the member and means are in non-corresponding posi 
tions to move the die to a position corresponding to the 
setting of the tripping member and to clear each other 
when the member and means are in corresponding posi 
tions. 

3. In a device of the class described, a stationary 
frame; a printing drum rotatably mounted on the frame; 
an adjustable die mounted on the drum and shiftable 
thereon between printing and non-printing positions; a 
tripping member mounted on the frame and setta'ole in 
printing and non-printing positions thereon; and means 
carried by the drum and connected with said die for 
actuating the same in response to engagement with said 
tripping member and for assuming printing and non 
printing positions corresponding to those of said die, 
saidmeans being so positioned as to engage said trip 
ping member during drum rotation when the member 
and means are in non-corresponding postions; and means 
for moving said die actuating means farther than oc 
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casioned by said tripping member in either ‘direction, 
whereby during subsequent rotationsv of .said drum with 
said trippiugmember and die actuating means in cor 
respondingpositions, no interference will occur there 
between. 

4. In a postage meter, a frame; printing means’ includ 
ing a member movable onthe frame to effect said print 
ing; a.relatively long slogan-printing die;,means engage, 
able with .the endsof said die for movably mountingit 
on said member between advanced printingandretracted 
non-printing positions; a manually settable indicating 
control movable on the frame between printingand non-. 
printing- positions; and cooperable means including a 
cam mechanism connected with an intermediate part. of 
said die, includinga movable abutment on said‘ member 
to actuate the cam mechanism and including a second 
abutment eugageablewith' the ?rst abutment. and con 
nected with‘the control for shifting the die to correspond 
to the settinglof thecontrol in response, to a movement 
of said movable member. 

5. In a postage meter, a frame; printing means includ 
ing a member movable on the frame to effect said print 
ing; a relatively long slogan-printing die; means engage 
able, with the ends‘ of said die for movably mountingpit 
on said member between advanced printingand retracted ‘ 
non-printing. positions; a. manually settable indicating 
control comprising a bell crank having one arm movable 
along the frame between printing and non-printingposi: 
tions; and cooperable means including a cam mechanism 
connected with an intermediate part of said die,_ includ- ‘ 
ing a movable abutment on said member to actuate the 
cam mechanism and including a secondabutrnent enage 
able with the ?rst abutment and carried by the other 
arm of the bell crank for shifting the die to correspond 
to the setting of the control in response to a movement 
of said movable. member. 

6. In a postage meter, aframe; printing means in 
cluding a drum rotatable on the frame to. effect said 
printing; a pair of printing dies shiftable on said drum 
between advanced printing and retracted non-printing 
positions; a pair of manually settable indicating controls 
movable on the frame between printing and non-print 
ing positions; and ‘mechanisms connected respectively 
with said dies and controls for shifting the dies to cor 
respondtothe settings of ,the controls in response to 
turning vof said drum, said mechanism including pairs 
of cooperable abutments on the frame and drum disposed 
at one end of the latter, one pair of said, cooperable abut 
ments being located closer to the axis. of the drum than 
the other pair to prevent interference between the abut 
ments. 7 

7. In a device of the class described, a stationary 
frame; a printing member having a printing surface and 
mounted on the frame for movement to and .from print 
ing position; a printingrdie on the printing member ad 
justably movable thereon between an extended printing 
position and a retracted non-printing position with re 
spect to the printing member; a die control trip element 
mounted on the frame and presettable in predetermined 
?xed positions thereon to determine the extended and 
retracted positions of said printing ‘die; and a controlled 
element operatively connected with the movable printing 
die and including portions positioned for engagement by 
the trip element during the movement of said printing 
member to its printing position for adjusting said die. to 
the position predetermined by said trip element position. 

8. In a device of the class described, a stationary frame; 
a printing member having a printing surface and mounted 
on the frame for movement to and from printing and non 
printing positions; a printingdie on the printing member 
adjustably movable thereonbetween an extended printing 
position, and a retracted non-printing, position with re 
spect to the printing member; a die control element 
mounted on ,theframerand presettable .in ?xed positions 
thereon to determine the extended and retracted posi 
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tions of said printing die; an abutment on the frame con 
nected to and movable ,by the control element and settable. 
in either of- two ?xed positions according (to the. control 
element setting; and die moving means carried by the 
printing member and connected to said printing die,-said 
die moving means beingso positioned that during move 
ment of said printing member to printing position, it 
travels a path in which it encounters said abutment and 
in which, whenever said die is in a position other than 
that corresponding to said control elementv setting, it is. 
moved by said abutment to move ‘said die to said corre 
sponding position. 

9.‘ In a postage meter, aframe; printing means includ~ 
inga member movable on the frame toeffect printing; a 
printing die shiftableonsaid member and settable in ad 
vanced printing and retracted non-printing positions; a 
manually settable indicating die control movable‘ on the 
frame between printingand non-printing“positions; die 
shifting means on said movable printingymember associ 
ated ‘with‘said die and including vspring means for shifting 
said die fully to advanced or retracted position in re 
sponse, to a predetermined initial movement in . either 
direction; and means connected with said control and co 
operable with said die shiftingmeans during and in re 
sponse to movement of said movable printing member for 
movingsaid die shifting. means an amount sufficient to 
cause a die.movement of said ‘predetermined initial. 
amount in the. directioncorresponding to the setting of 
the control, when the die is in theposition other than 
that indicated by theset control. 

10. In a device of the class described a stationary frame; 
a printing drum rotatable on saidframe about an axis 
?xed with respect thereto; an adjustable printing die 
mounted on the drum and shiftable thereon between print 
ing and non-printing positions; a control element movably 
mounted on the frame and settable in ?xed positions 
thereon for selecting the position to which the die. is to be, 
adjusted; and means on said drum operatively. connected 
to said die and having a part positioned for contact with 
and movement by said control element during printing 
rotation of said drum for causing selective adjustment 
of saiddie. 

l1. Ina device of the class described, a stationary 
frame; a printing. drum rotatably mounted on .the frame; 
an, adjustableidiecarriedby the drum .and shiftablethere 
on between extended printingv and, retracted. non-printing. 
positions; a die actuator rockable. on- the, drum,and con 
nected with said die so as, to shiftrthe. same-from one posi 
tion vtorthe other~as determined by the direction ,in which: 
said actuator-is rocked, said die actuator having contact. 
portionsextendable radially either inwardly or outwardly‘ 
ofthe (path traveled‘ by its rocking axis as the actuator 
is carried about by the. drum during rotation, each of said 
directions of extension corresponding to one of the,posi 
tions ofsaid. die; and a control membermounted .on the 
frame and- having an abutment disposable in the. path 
of said contact portion as the same is carried about by said 
rotating drum, said control member beingpositionable to 
one sidev or the vother of thepath of said rocking axis 
so as to make contact- with said contact portions on which 
ever side of the path they may, be extended, whereby the 
actuator maybe rocked by said abutment either to extend 
the die towards’or to retract it away from printing'posi 
tion in response to printing drum .rotation; 
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